
 
 

Key stage 2 English writing standardisation exercise 1 

For the purpose of this standardisation exercise, you should assume that following the 

discussion with the teacher during the moderation, you are satisfied that the writing is 

independent, including the use of any source material, and that any edits are the pupil’s 

own. 

Where handwriting seems inconsistent, you should base your judgement on the 

strongest piece, and assume that this is validated by further evidence in the pupil’s 

books. 

Where there is no evidence of correct spelling of words from the statutory word lists in 

the pupil’s independent writing, you should assume that the teacher has provided 

evidence in the form of spelling tests or writing from across the curriculum. 

All assessments should be made using the Teacher assessment frameworks at the end 

of key stage 2: English writing – working towards the expected standard, working at the 

expected standard or working at greater depth. You should not assume that the exercise 

includes one collection from each of the standards. Each collection should be judged 

individually. 

Pupil A 

This collection includes: 

A) a descriptive narrative opening 

B) a biography 

C) a newspaper report 

D) a balanced argument 

E) a narrative 

  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740345/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_2_WEBHO.pdf
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil A – Piece A: a descriptive narrative opening 

Context: pupils looked at an image, discussed it and used figurative language to describe 

it as if they were there. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil A – Piece B: a biography 

Context: as part of the topic ‘Evolution and Inheritance’ in science, pupils wrote a 

biography of Charles Darwin. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil A – Piece C: a newspaper report 

Context: as part of their history topic on the Second World War, pupils learned about 

Kristallnacht – the night of broken glass – and wrote a newspaper report. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil A – Piece D: a balanced argument 

Context: pupils studied the text ‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’ (Michael Morpurgo) and wrote a 

balanced argument focused on whether it is a good idea to sail around the world with 

your family. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil A – Piece E: a narrative 

Context: following a unit of work based on the short video, ‘Eye of the storm’ (Christopher 

Alender), pupils wrote a narrative to tell their version of the story. 
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Pupil B 

This collection includes: 

A) an information text 

B) a personal letter 

C) a newspaper report 

D) a first-person recount 

E) a narrative based on a book 

F) a set of instructions 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece A: an information text 

Context: as part of their work on a unit called ‘Monsterology’, the class looked at features 

of a non-fiction report and explored descriptive language. They then developed 

information intended for a non-fiction book about an imaginary creature. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece B: a personal letter 

Context: as part of their work on the topic of ‘Crime and punishment’, pupils explored 

‘Oliver Twist’ by Charles Dickens. They looked specifically at characters’ feelings 

throughout the book and attempted to portray this in a letter written in the voice of Nancy. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece C: a newspaper report 

Context: The class explored features of a news report and, having read ‘The Giant’s 

Necklace’ (Michael Morpurgo), drew on information from the story to write a newspaper 

report.  
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece D: a first-person recount 

Context: the class watched the short film, the ‘The Lighthouse’ (Charlie Short and Ming 

Hsiung) and worked on creating powerful description. Pupils then retold the story from 

the point of view of the lighthouse keeper. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece E: a narrative based on a book 

Context: having read ‘The Good Thieves’ (Katherine Rundell) as part of their topic ‘Crime 

and punishment’, pupils looked at key features of an adventure story and how to create 

drama and tension. They then planned and wrote their own ‘missing object’ story. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece F: a set of instructions 

Context: following a sequence of lessons focused on the features of instructions, pupils 

wrote their own instructions explaining how to photograph an imaginary creature. 
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Pupil C 

This collection includes: 

A) a diary entry 

B) a continuation of a narrative 

C) a balanced argument 

D) a diary entry 

E) a biography 

F) a description of a setting 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece A: a diary entry 

Context: after beginning reading ‘The Ickabog’ (JK Rowling), pupils discussed the 

character of the Ickabog and what he looked like. The class explored how to use 

expanded noun phrases and similes to describe, and relative clauses to add information. 

Pupils then wrote a diary entry about their first meeting with the Ickabog. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece B: a continuation of a narrative  

Context: following on from their diary entry about meeting the Ickabog, pupils continued 

reading the book and wrote the next chapter. They explored how to correctly punctuate 

speech and were asked to include speech in their writing.  
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece C: a balanced argument 

Context: after reading ‘The Boy Who Swam With Piranhas’ (David Almond), pupils came 

up with arguments for and against the protagonist, Stanley Potts, running away with the 

fair. They wrote a balanced argument. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece D: a diary entry 

Context: pupils completed research about what it would be like to live on the island of St 

Kilda. They came up with points for and against this and wrote a diary entry imagining 

that their parents had told them they were going to move there. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece E: a biography 

Context: the class looked at the features of a biography. Pupils used computers to find 

information about Guy Fawkes and wrote their own biography of him. 
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Key stage 2 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece F: a description of a setting 

Context: as part of their history topic exploring the Victorians, pupils read ‘Street Child’ 

(Berlie Doherty). They researched what it would be like to live in a Victorian workhouse 

and created a setting description written in the first person. 

 

 


